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There are standing ovations, and there are standing ovations. Those looking for one of the superlative 

kind would have witnessed an example last Sunday evening, when Dmitri Hvorostovsky walked to the 

front of the Metropolitan Opera’s stage. 

The occasion was the gala celebrating the company’s fifty years at Lincoln Center, and the Russian 

baritone, who has been battling brain cancer in recent months and who was not scheduled to sing, showed 

once again his iron bond with the Met’s audience. Yes, he was a bit unsteady, he was somewhat gaunt, 

and, as he sang “Cortigiani, vil razza dannata,” from Verdi’s “Rigoletto”—the searing, pleading, give-me-

back-my-daughter aria—the wondrous voice wavered at moments; midway through, Hvorostovsky’s 

breath control, which was always astonishing in its smoothness and capacity, began to falter. But the 

performance, which was rapturously received, was a powerful reminder of this singer’s total commitment, 

resilience, and expressive power, and of the fact that, in Russia, the Verdi tradition runs deep. An artist 

such as this does not come out of nowhere. 
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Like Russia, the United States had to play catch-up during the nineteenth century, to try and put down 

roots for an art form—classical music—that had flourished somewhere else. The construction of Lincoln 

Center for the Performing Arts and of the new Metropolitan Opera House, which opened on September 

16, 1966, was perhaps the largest single example in our history of the vigor and vision of that continuing 

enterprise. And, to commemorate the company’s arrival there, it put on a show that was imaginative and 

entertaining, and which contained a few surprises. 

Yannick Nézet-Séguin, the Met’s music director designate, shared conducting duties with the company’s 

great Italian opera hand Marco Armiliato and with the music director emeritus, James Levine. Nézet-

Séguin’s opening performance of the current run of Wagner’s “Flying Dutchman,” on April 25th, was 

typical of the conductor’s usual style. He’s never at his best in first acts: it is as if he needs the infusion of 

the singers’ outside energy to fully invigorate a performance that he, paradoxically, is himself shaping. 

(By the middle of Act II, his “Dutchman” was in full roar.) Levine, in his decades-long prime, always 

established his authority immediately. But, at the gala on Sunday, the younger man was fully engaged 

from early on in an evening that, including intermission, hit the five-hour mark. 

That a sequence of thirty-one musical numbers passed with such smoothness and inevitability was due not 

only to the professionalism of the orchestra and the dozens of superb singers but to the designer Julian 

Crouch, who, with the lighting designer Brian MacDevitt and with the staff of 59 Productions, created a 

series of virtual sets and projections that conjured up, with love and whimsy, a slew of Met productions 

from the recent and distant past. (One of the “Ah!” moments for the audience was when the urban rooftop 

setting—complete with virtual clothesline—of a scene from “Don Pasquale” re-drew itself into Baron 

Scarpia’s Roman apartment for Act II of Franco Zeffirelli’s beloved production of “Tosca.”) 

There were a handful of actual design elements, and their rare use signified a certain megastar status. 

René Pape, in “Boris Godunov,” got a wooden throne to go with his richly colored costume and long 

stringy hair. (The mellow brawn of his bass voice, not heard at the Met enough these days, is wonderfully 

intact.) Anna Netrebko got a staircase on which to enact a chilling moment for Lady Macbeth, planning 

the murder of King Duncan, in Verdi’s “Macbeth.” Renée Fleming, singing two scenes in a row, got a 

living monument, Plácido Domingo, for a brief duet from Massenet’s “Thaïs.” Domingo, singing a 

baritone aria from “Andrea Chénier,” credibly made the first solo contribution of the evening. But on his 

return, late in the show, his voice had thinned to not much more than a whisper. In a 2015 interview with 

the music journalist Fred Cohn, Domingo maintained that he could carry the considerable weight of his 

diverse and amazingly long career because he had “big shoulders.” But, in moments like these, Domingo 

is resting on our shoulders, made of love and memory instead of sinew and bone. He is a superhuman 

force, and classical music is the better for him. But it cannot go on forever. 

It was an interesting night for tenors, especially for two younger ones, in mid- and early career, 

respectively. Joseph Calleja, appearing with a splendid Sonya Yoncheva in the Act I duet from “La 

Bohème,” once again showed how, note for note, he possesses the most beautiful tenor voice in opera: his 

honeyed tone conjures up the shades of Gigli and Caruso. But that’s just it—it’s a throwback, a return to a 



time bottled in sonic amber. Michael Fabiano, however, who shone (with an excellent Angela Meade and 

Günther Groissböck) in a scene from Verdi’s early “I Lombardi,” projects, with his emotional 

vulnerability and dramatic versatility, a more contemporary sensibility. Dramatic complexity will 

probably never be Javier Camarena’s strong suit, but so what?—he nailed the nine high Cs of “Ah! Mes 

amis,” from Donizetti’s “La Fille du Régiment,” just about perfectly. Among the veteran men was the 

bass James Morris, who, as the Grand Inquisitor in a scene from “Don Carlo,” made a powerful 

impression with limited means. 

Fleming and Elīna Garanča, exerting themselves magnificently in the Met’s current “Der Rosenkavalier,” 

were more vocally guarded in their appearances here, but Fleming, singing the Countess’s “Porgi, Amor” 

from “The Marriage of Figaro”—the opera in which she made her Met début—painted her lines with 

delicate lacquer; it was a touching farewell to the role. Netrebko, in the “Macbeth” excerpt and in a 

showstopping rendition of “Un bel dì,” from Puccini’s “Madama Butterfly,” showed off the newly 

deepened timbre of her soprano voice, a timbre that Fleming’s more sensitive instrument never acquired. 

Pretty Yende was adaptability itself, displaying her charming gifts in Donizetti and Gershwin. But 

Kristine Opolais was never quite convincing as Puccini’s Tosca, and Diana Damrau’s take on Verdi’s 

Violetta (in the Act I finale of “La Traviata”), while vocally coherent, was interpretively willful and 

mannered. (Among the many other singers performing capably were Stephanie Blythe, Susan Graham, 

Vittorio Grigolo, David Daniels, and Mariusz Kwiecien.) 

There was one star soprano, however, who did not sing, at least not live. Several video featurettes 

connected to the construction of Lincoln Center, all enlightening, separated the vocal numbers. One, an 

explanation of how the Met’s chandeliers acquired their fanciful design, was playful, but most of the 

others were serious. One of those was about “Antony and Cleopatra,” the opera by Samuel Barber that 

was as new as the house itself on that first opening night, in 1966, and which received a (largely unfair) 

critical drubbing afterward that crushed the composer’s spirit for the rest of his life. “Sam!” Leontyne 

Price exclaimed in an interview, recalling her love for Barber’s music and his love for her resplendent 

voice—which we were allowed to hear, all too briefly, in an excerpt from Cleopatra’s tragic final aria, 

“Give me my robe, put on my crown.” She had the audience in the palm of her hand. It was followed, 

live, by the Met chorus, singing the exciting music (“From Alexandria, this is the news”) with which 

Barber opened the opera. Many names in the program had asterisks next to them, indicating a “future Met 

role.” Barber’s opera—part of the glorious past that the Met unabashedly embraced in this uplifting 

event—deserved one, too. 
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